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FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS 

 

 

Q: What software do you recommend in terms of generating the address into a  barcode?   I.E.  USPS intellingent 

mail. 

A: The content for the barcode needs to have a format defined by USPS. USPS provides a set of tools that take 

address data and generate the required content for the USPS intelligent barcode. 

 

Q: For excel files, what format does it need to be saved?  

A: Fiery FreeForm Create supports XLS, XSLX, XLST and CSV. The best part is that any formula used in the Excel to 

enrich or correct the data are also supported! 

 

Q: Does Freeform Create support Barcode 128 

A: Yes 

 

Q: Is there a version for Canadian postal office bar codes? 

A: Canadian postal office barcodes are based on so-called “4-state” barcodes which are supported by Fiery 

FreeForm Create as “custom 4-state barcodes”. The encoding for the barcode content differs from 4-state 

barcodes for USPS, Royal Mail, etc so make sure the barcode content is encoded for Canadian Postmarks. 

 

Q: If Address 2 is empty for some data records does the software automatically move the last line up or does it 

leave an empty line on the print out? 

A: Yes, when there is an empty line, FreeForm Create 1.1 will move the line up! 

 

Q: Can you select to change the address block to all CAPS? 

A: Not yet. If you want to uppercase addressing data you can do this via a formula in Excel. Yes, Fiery FreeForm 

Create supports Excel formulas! 

 

Q: Hi, can I use languages such as Arabic or Chinese as variable data? 

A: Yes, Fiery FreeForm Create supports Arabic and Chinese. One does have to make sure the correct fonts are 

selected. We will make a short how-to available shortly. 
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Q: I would like to create layer 1 with photo then add vector and type layer overlapping each other is this possible 

please? 

A: Fiery FreeForm Create v1.2 will support adding vector objects as regular and variable content. Please sign up 

for the beta if you want early access.  

 

Q: Can this version support line orphaning / text wrapping?  i.e. a first/last name that is 4 characters takes less 

space than a 10 character name. If I use the name in a paragraph it may need to reflow the text.  Can this be 

accomplished? 

A: Yes, Fiery FreeForm Create supports text wrapping 

 

Q: does this product N-up and then place in stack order? 

A: You can create a cut and stack layout using Fiery Impose 

 

Q: Can a QR Code also be crated for Business Cards in this SW? 

A: Yes, Fiery FreeForm Create supports QR codes 

 

Q: Can FFCreate be used to make VDP booklets with saddle stitch finishing? 

A: Yes, Fiery FreeForm Create supports VDP booklets with Fiery Impose 

 

Q: Can you save the final product as a pdf 

A: You cannot save the final product as a PDF. FreeForm Create outputs a file as .ffp, a proprietary format. We are 

looking at being able to export a PDF of specific records for proofing in an upcoming release. Sign up for the beta 

to get early access! 

 

Q: In the salon demo--how does FF Create handle for the salutation is blank? 

A: FreeForm Create will move the line up. 

 

Q: so you can impose it before putting it on the Fiery server? 

A: You impose Fiery FreeForm Create files with Fiery Impose on the Fiery server 

 

Q: Is Fiery Impose free? 

A: No, Impose is not free, but you can request a free 30-day trial.  Some Fiery servers also come with Fiery Impose 

as a standard feature. There’s a lot of other benefits to Fiery Impose outside of the imposition of files from 

FreeForm Create. It’s tightly integrated with the Fiery server, so you can create templates and use them in many 

different types of workflows. It’s also integrated with our automated workflows in JobFlow and with third-party 

finishers (Duplo in particular has very strong integration). You can use our ROI ebook to calculate the potential 

savings Fiery Impose can bring to your workflow.  

 

https://communities.efi.com/s/feed/0D55w000076pHAxCAM
https://communities.efi.com/s/feed/0D55w000076pHAxCAM
http://www.efi.com/impose
https://www.efi.com/products/fiery-servers-and-software/fiery-workflow-suite/fiery-jobflow/overview/
https://www.efi.com/products/fiery-servers-and-software/fiery-integration/
https://www.efi.com/products/fiery-servers-and-software/fiery-integration/
https://www.efi.com/products/fiery-servers-and-software/fiery-integration/duplo-integration/overview/
https://www.efi.com/marketing/fiery-servers-and-software/downloads/roi/fiery-impose/
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Q: After I create a postcard can I use Fiery Impose to lay out my business cards and postcards? 

A: Yes, you can use Fiery Impose with Fiery FreeForm Create 

 

Q: What is the cost? 

A: FreeForm Create is FREE! ☺ 

 

Q: How do we access this software? 

A: FreeForm Create can be downloaded via Fiery Software Manager or you can download the stand-alone 

installer if you don’t have access to a Fiery server. You can find more information here.  

 

Q: what if the source file has a nul value? 

A: if a specific field in a data source is empty, FreeForm Create will hide the space where that content would have 

gone and move the subsequent fields up in the layout.  

 

Q: Hello! The fact, that no sensitive data can be exported out of the .ffp files will be really interesting or vital to 

some customers.. do you provide any info on that which I can present my customer on that? 

A: Right now, the best place to find that information is in the recording/slides from this webinar. We’ll be 

providing more info on this on the FreeForm Create page shortly.  

 

Q: We use Nested Styles in our InDesign merge workflow. Would this be available in Create? 

A: We do not support nested styles 

 

Q: ... as I see it, the text boxes created for the different data fields are fixed ones? do they warn, if their content 

exceeds the given space or ist it a manual process to check so far? 

A: Yes, in the FreeForm Preview mode, you can filter for the longest and shortest variables to see if they can fit 

into the variable box area. 

 

Q: Can the program be changed to allow units of measurement for positioning such as picas, mm, or inches? 

A: this will be available in our next release (v1.2). Sign up for the beta to get early access! 

 

Q: Are you able to underline something in here? 

A: We will have more text formatting options available in our next release (v1.2). Sign up for the beta to get early 

access! 

 

Q: For proofing, can't the customer open the FFC file from the PSP in FreeForm Create for proofing? It's not a PDF 

and requires the customer to have FFC, but it is a solution? 

A: yes, this is definitely possible! It’s easy for a customer to download FreeForm Create since they don’t need to 

have access to a Fiery server. They can even examine each record.  

https://www.efi.com/marketing/fiery-servers-and-software/downloads/get-fiery-freeform-create/
https://communities.efi.com/s/feed/0D55w000076pHAxCAM
https://communities.efi.com/s/feed/0D55w000076pHAxCAM
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Q: We use HP D4D Smartstream which allows stacking, scaling rotation and randomising layouts for mass 

customisation. The more options avaiable the more creative we can be! 

A: Thanks for the feedback! We will definitely look at it! 

 

Q: Are updated EFI "How To" documents available including the sample files for FreeForm Create? Where can 

they be downloaded from? 

A: All available resources for Fiery FreeForm Create can be found on the main FreeForm Create page. Videos are 

available under the Features and Applications tab, the FreeForm Kit can be downloaded from the FreeForm Kit 

tab, and all other resources are found under the Resources tab.  

 

Q: Can FreeForm output these files multiple up so we can cut and stack? 

A: Yes, you can use Fiery Impose with Fiery FreeForm Create.  

 

Q: Is there an advantage in FreeForm Create versus XMPIE? Besides it being free? 

A: Fiery FreeForm Create is not XMPie. We created Fiery FreeForm Create to help our customers with getting 

started with VDP. We have found that many customers don't need full fledged VDP campaigns that include email, 

web sites, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.efi.com/products/fiery-servers-and-software/fiery-workflow-suite/fiery-freeform-create/overview/

